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Students at the crossroads:
confronting death with life
Darryl Jackson: Bucking the odds
women to see who the guy is on her arm:·
Ever since he was in second grade , Jackson said
News editor
he knew he was "different" from the other boys. "I
For anyone at Columbia who knows Darryl didn ' t know I was gay. but I d idn't like girl s," he
Jackson , it may come as a shock to learn that he is said. "There was something about boys th at I found
co nsidered a long-term survivor. But since con- fascinati ng."
tracti ng HI V in 1980 and having AIDS since 1990,
Coming out to one's parents is often one of the
that's exactly what he is.
hardest th ing for a gay person to do. For Jackson,
Jackson has lived with the disease for 16 years, hi s behavior did the talking for him. although. as
years in which he experienced love, hate and many still is the case o f many gays today, it produced a
hig hs and lows.
negative reac Aiong the way
lion from hi s
he has remained
parents.
human,
as
" I didn' t have
throughout hi s
to tell them.
life . That is ,
When I was in
having
flaws
second grade I
while striving to
had Barbie do lls
be the best that
and my room
he
can
be.
was fl o wery. I
Jackson agreed
would take my
to
be ime rallowance and
viewed by the
go to the drugC h r o n ic Ic
store and bu y
because
he
paper dolls that
believes being
you cut out and
outspoken and
put clothes o n,"
direct will help
Jackson said. "I
keep
others
would polish my
from becoming
finger nails and
infected.
fluff my hair...
Jackson, who
My mom threatened to send me
is slim and has
brown
to West Point
li ght
skin, short hair ;==============~:;=:=;;=;:;==r;~;::::::=;;=; and I told he r
and wide, smilthat locking me
ing eyes, looks
I first heard about HIV, I knew I had
away with all
more like a 19Jackson. Jackson contracted
those
boys
year-old fres hwith AIDS in 1990.
would be a misman
than a
take. My father
dying man in his late thirties. That's because he went silent. He was a military man and was em barrefuses to be down. " I have a passion for life, I just rassed that his son was very good at ballet, very
love life," Jackson said. " I appreciate the beauty in good at piano and could sing soprano."
Jackson's parents separated when he was 10 and
life." But like the comedian who goes home and
cries himself to slee p, Jac kson conceded that there by 1976, when he was 18, he moved out on his
have been many times when life was hard for him own. Because of hi s lifestyle, Jackson said he has
no relationshi p with hi s father and a turbulent one
to appreciate.
Jackson grew up in the 1960s and 70s, a time with hi s mother. " It 's o n again , off again," he said.
When he began li ving on hi s own, Jackson said
when America was largely unwilling to accept gay
lifestyles. Thinking so mething was wrong with he often counted on older men to take care of him.
himself, Jackson tried to act like a "no rmal" kid.
" I was lucky to have had men that loved me."
" I tried to do the society thing ... take the girl to During that time, in the 1970 's, HIV and AIDS
the prom, have a girlfriend, send Valentines to the were still unknown, thus Jackson's lifestyle was
girls," Jackson said. " But behind closed doors. I
received much more from guys. I only look at
See J ackson, next page
By Bob C hiarito

" Deep inside
I was afraid,
but I knew I
would
be
back and I
had to prove
them wrong."
-Heart
transplant
recipient
MarieI
Reyes, a
Columbia
College
freshm an.

Mariel Reyes: Reprieved
By Antoine Lindley
Cflrresp(uld('u/

" If it was my time, then it
would be my time. But this was
not my time." These arc the
words from a survi vor for whom
the path of life Jed to a different
direction, a direction that almos t
ended her life.
Columbia freshman. Marie!
Reyes, 19, a Graphic Desig n
major, walked a path that many
of us could never imagine, a path
that endured obstacles of pain
and a struggle to live. While
many people spend their last
year o f high school preparing for
prom and graduation, Marie!, at
age 17, spent six and a half
months of her seni or year in a
hospital waiting for a heart transplant.
How cou ld thi s have happened to such a young healthy
person ? This was a question she
oft en as ked .
During the last week of
October in !994 Marie!, who
resided in St. Louis, developed
flu-li ke symptoms and started
having breathing problems. The
family doctor prescribed antibiotics , however, and as the days
went by Mariel's cond itioned
worsened.
" I cou ldn 't s to p shivering, my
body became weaker," she said.
" I needed help getti ng up and all
I could feel was pain- twisting
pain in my abdomen."
Marie! was rushed to the hospital for testing. As the night progressed she got worse. Doctors
came in and out giving her medicat ion and taking blood tests
and x-rays. Her body beca me
weake r and s he was moved
down to the intensive care unit.
Not knowing what was going
on, Marie! became fri ghtened.
"My sister came into the room
crying and when I asked her
what was wrong, s he said nothing, j ust go bac k to s leep ,"
recalled Marie!. "Everyone in
my family didn' t want me to see
them crying, even my fa mily

doctor was cry1ng,"
Marid 's condit ion had gouen
worse and the pain in her
abdomen became unbearable . " I
was screami ng. ' someone help,
please help, please j ust make it
go away,"' she said. "So many
doctors came in and out of the
room and they didn't know what
was going on. My mother kept
telling me that I was getting very
sick."
Marie! was sedated so that her
body could rest. She was immediate ly rus hed to St. Lo uis
University Hospita l w here they
specialized in cardiology. When
the doctors there looked at her xrays, they saw that Mariel's heart
had en larged to twice the size of
a normal heart. The muscles had
stretched so much that it couldn 't
pump anymore. Her kid ney and
liver had also fa iled. S he had
open-heart surgery. There she
flallincd and the doctors broke
her breast bone to gi ve her a
heart massage and get her heart
pumping again. After that fail ed,
she was given a shock treatment,
which rcvi vcd her heart.
Marie! was then hooked up to
a 300-pound machine called a
ventricular device . She once
again wo ke to anot her day of
pain and fear.
"! remember I could fee l pain
on my stomach and I could hear
a clicking noise," s he recalled . "!
had a tube in my mouth, my arms
were tied down to the bed and I
didn ' t know where I was . All I
could see were strangers walking
around. I was so afraid."
Bec au se Mari e! was s til l
young, her liver and kidney>
were able
to
rejuvenate .
However, her heart did not
impro ve . She was di agno; ed
with cardiomyopathy, a chronic
disorder o f the heart muscl e that
may involve hypertroph y and
obstructi ve damage to the heart.
She was put on the top o f the
li st for a heart trans plant. Despite
fi g hting fo r her life , Marie!

See Reyes, page 3
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fast and free.
''I was on the fast track. I just went for it. I believed in Mary Tyler
Moore's philosophy ' You' re gonna make it after all,'' Jackson said.
Journalism Department
After hi gh school, Jackson attended Columbia part-time in 1979
623 S. Wabash Ave., Suite
and worked for an advertising agency. He contracted HIV in 1980,
802
but was unaware until years later.
Chicago, Illinois 60605
"When I first heard about HIV, I knew I had it. I read about it in
1983 or 1984 and said ' I got that. I knew subconsciously. based on my
News desk:
lifestyle, that I was in fected,'" Jackson said. In 1985 Jackson was
(3 12) 663-1600 Ext. 5343
among the first in Chicago to get tested for HIY. The results were positive.
··11 was a confirmati on. I didn ' t feel any different." he said. " II was
Photo desk:
a mystery. nobody knew the devastation of it."
(3 12) 663-1600 Ext. 5732
For Jackson. learning he was infected did not change him at first.
'"I li ved on Lake Shore Drive. I worked on Mi chigan Avenue. I didn ' t
Advertising desk:
feel the need to make any immediate changes. I was on top of the
(3 12) 663-1600 Ext. 5432
world. I was in my early twenties. I wasn ' t gonna let it bring me
down. "
FAX:
Although J ackson's mother was the first person he told about his
(312) 427-3920
disease. he didn ' t tell her until more than three years passed from the
time he found out himself. According to Jackson, it was because he
e-mail :
was afraid of how he would be perceived.
" I wasn't ready 10 be crucified by my family. church and job. ll's
Chron96@ interaccess.com
never easy because you don't know how people arc goi ng to react,''
Jackson
said.
Web page:
During sexual relations, Jackson said he never used condoms.
http://wwwS.interaccess.
Rather, he infonned his partners that he was infected. "To my surcom/chronicle
prise, a lot of people sti ll wanted to be sexually active with me,'' he
said. "I think in the back of their minds they know they' re infected
even though they never tested. They don't want to know."
Editor-in-Chief
As for as infecting others, Jackson said he might have but thinks
J o hn He nry Biedennan
they sho uld have thought of that before having had sex with him.
"I have it...once you have it, what damn difference does it make?
Someone gave it to me, that's my whole philosophy,'' Jackson said. " I
Managing Editor
didn 't go to Walgrccns and buy it."
Cristin M o nti
According to Jackson, one of his early lovers physically assaulted
him because Jackson never info nned him he was infected while they
News Editor
had relations. Although Jackson said he was sexually active with the
Bo b Chiarito
man before he was tested for HIV, once he learned he was positive he
couldn't infonn him because he didn ' t have his phone number or
Assistant News Editor
address. Jackson later learned that his fonner partner was infected, a
Allison M art in
fac t he only fee ls partially responsible for.
"II takes two ... I share 50 percent of the blame, not all of it. I think
he's reall y angry at himself. not me.
Features Editor
Jackson also said that once he was infectKimberl y Watkins
ed, he mostly dated others who also were
infected. " I have many friends that arc infectEntertainment Editor
ed. Everybody that was infected dealt with
Ryan Healy
others who were also infected. until we found
out that you can get re-infected." Re-infection
Opinion Editor
is when one HIV -positive person acqu ires
David Harrell
HIY again. often in a more advanced state.
Eventually Jackson did take a toll from
Photography Editor
being infected . both mentally and physically.
Nata lie Battaglia
Jackson said he lost an apartment and had to
resign from two jobs because of it.
" I didn ' t need the stress. I didn 't need the
Assistant Photography
rumors and the wh ispers and the in nuendo. I
Editor
felt violated and that my privacy had been
Laura Stoecker
invaded," Jac kson said. '"My problem is that
I'm very honest with peo ple and I realize that
·Copy Editors
a lot of people aren' t ready to deal with it."
MemaAyi
Physically. Jackson's HIY developed into
Rob England
AIDS by 1990 and other health problems
soon followed. " I've had a blood transfusion.
I don 't know how many times I've been in a
Advertising Manager
coma. I' m blind in my right eye [from
Amy Pick le
cytomegalovirus (CMY) retini tis] , I have
Kaposi's sarcoma [AIDS-related skin cancer
Senior Writers
marked by legions]. I have legions on my
Robert Stevenson
brain that I'm praying don't develop into tumors. I have respiratory
Leon Tripple tt
problems, pro blems with my urinary track and I lose feeling in my
hands and feet. But I walk aro und just gorgeous,'' Jackson said smilWeb Page Editor
ing.
Mark Dasco li
In 1994 Jackson spent four months in the hospital battling pneumonia and was in the hospital on New Year's Day 1996, fi ghting for
Staff Writers
his life agai nst dementia.
Because of the problems Jackson has feeling his hands and feet, he
Jonathan Be the ly
goes to a clinic every week for physical and psycho-therapy. He also
Miche lle DuFour
takes 27 pills a day, among them 3TC, D4T and Saquinavir, or proJason Falkinha m
tease inhibitors. Taken together, the drugs interact to increase T-4
Miche le Gomez
cells-the immune cells killed by the AIDS virus. While a healthy
Danie lle Hirsch
person has about 500 to I ,500, Jackson survived for three years with
C harles J ordan
zero. Because of the protease inhibitors today Jackson has 96.
J ason Kravarik
Altho ugh Jackson's grandparents have always supported him , his
Je nnife r P'rause
parents arc a different matter. "My mother is in total denial about me
Jill Schimelpfenig
having AIDS,'' he said. "On New Year's Eve I told my mother to take
·
me to the hospital and she told me 'my car's not running."
As for his father, Jackson hasn't talked to him in years but did see
Staff Photog r aphers
him one afternoon last summer.
Scott Buxtin
" I was on the El platform at 95th Street and saw my father talking
B la ir F redrick
to
my cousin Robert,'' Jackson said. " I walked up to them and said,
Jo M achado
'hey dad, hey Robert and they turned to each other and continued
their conversation witho ut ak nowlcdging me. I got on the train und
Faculty Advisor
cried from 95th Street all lhc way to the Loop. That hurt."
J im Subki
Jac k ~o n sa id he ex pects his father to lalk to him before he dies hut
i' prepared to gel hi ~ re venge anyway. " I paid for my funeral and my
famrl y ' '"' coo11ple1e co11t rol . I hey thought I was being very vind ictive.
The Chronicle i\ u \tudcfll - I w;" ju \l tryi llg to he a m:11u1 e, responsib le adult," he said. "So a couof 1oonlh' ago I wenl a11d got a re fund and decided Ill he crematplc
run ncw\papcr o f Columbia
CHIIcgc C h1cugo . It i\ pub- ed. They do11 '1 k11ow ahout that, lhey wo n't unt il the day I die. That 's
where tloe vind1cti ve nes\ comes in,'' Jackson said. " I don't wunt u
li~hcd weekly during the
'>(;bool year amJ dl',tnhulcd on hunch of phony people who've mistreated me. stubbed me in the back
and wc1c 11111 around when I needed them, crying over my CIL~ket . I'll
Mrmday~. Y1cw~ cx prc \"C<l
already loc dead, 1'111n! ~ goiug to let them drown me I!KJ."
in !hi~ newspaper arc not 11c<;
A' lor Ius l inancc.~. Mcdi..::u·c tURI Medicaid coven; MO pcn:ent of Jackson's
c~~ arily
those
,,,.
the
loeahlo cmc and l'uhlic Aid covers the remai ning 20 percent. Although
Jwrnal i ~rn Dcpartrncnl or the
lois rent is free because he lives in 11 huildlug owned hy his church,
college.
Jackson said his be lief in God chullcngcs his guy lifestyle.

gay,
Jackson said. " Yeah, I was
this way but I' m very spiritual and
morally it's not right. I' ve made a very good li festyle for myself but I
want a kid , I want a house and I want to get married. Isn' t that the
American dream?....To meet a love in college, have a joint checking
account, take vacations and watch your kids open up their toys on
Christmas. I don' t have that and now that I'm infected I feel robbed."
Jackson said that if he were to get married, his being gay would no
doubt be a hurdle, but he would like to father children to "see what
my genes would produce." Although he feels short-changed, Jackson
thinks a lot of good has come out of his ordeal.
"Me being infected has almost been a blessing,'' Jackson said.
"One because it forced me to grow up and two because I'm out there
on the front line."
To hel p fi ght the spread of AJDS , Jackson got certified in
HIV/AIDS counseling at the Cook County School of Nursing.
According to Jackson, being a counselor is often frustrating. "Now
guess whos getting infected: the Latino community and AfricanAmerican women and children,'' Jackson said. "Guess who theyre
coming to for infonnatio n and power-the gay
community. We've been fighting and struggling
for ten years, trying to tell them it's not only affecting
us, so now were tired of it."
Jackson also said that people need to help
themselves before he can reach o ut to them. "A
lot of young people think they're invincible.
They say 'it won't happen to me. I think to
myself ' You keep it up a nd you' ll see what will
happen.
" I've been counseling a 16-year-old girl
who found out she's HIV positive last year. She
called me a few wee ks ago at 4:00a.m. and said
she was pregnant. I hung up on her because she
d id not listen to all I told her. You have to draw
the line somewhere."
Like the girl who failed to heed Jackson's
advice, he often disregards the ad vice of his
doctors and sometimes refuses to show up to
his weekly appointments. "Going to the clinic
brings me down. It's very depressing to walk
into a room and sec people with their skin
falling off. in wheel chairs o r with those haunting coughs," Jackson said. "I sneak in the back
door, go into a room and yell 'I'm here!' The
clinic doesnt open until 9 a.m., but I'm there by
7:30 or 8 a.m."
Depression about his disease and family also leads Jackson to tum
to drugs and a lcohol. "My doctor tells me that if I stay off drugs and
alcohol and take my medication, I'll live a lo ng time. I j ust have a
thing for cocaine and champagne," Jackson said. "Why should I do all
the right things? Life gets kind of boring when you walk in the middle. I like being bad because it says I'm alive. I'm human."
Ahhou 11h Jackson said he will probably continue tO do drugs, he
reahzes II IS not a way out. "It doesn't allow you to escape,'' he said.
"The person you're trying to nee from is who you are."
Jackson acknowledged that the holiday season is always the toughest part of the year for him. "Those are the loneliest times,'' he said.
"Last year I did around $4,000 worth of coke ... How would you feel if
you helped pay for your sister's house and you put your brother
!hrough college and nobody sends you a plate or a Christmas card? I
JUSt mdulge 1n what I shouldn ' t be doing to make myself feel better."
Although Jackson says he feels that he hasn ' t done anything
wrong, he docs worry about his legacy once he is gone.
"I don ' t .want to be remembered as a faggot or a drug addict and I
definitely don' t want to be remembered as a faggot with a drug problem that died of AIDS," Jackson said. "I don't have hardly any T -cells
so I know it's goi ng to be any day. I know one day !just won't walce
up or I'll go back in the hospital and won' t come out."
. Jachon said setting long-term goals keeps his mind off his
unpendmg death. " I still have goals and dreams. I still want to go to
Paris," he said. "Timt keeps me going."
Returning In Columhia in 1992 hns a lso kept him going.
. ''I'm making a statement by heing here hecnuso it's positive and
II 's whnt I want to do,'' Jackson said. " If I wipe my uss with my
degree. that's what I wa nt to dn. Dn something positi\'c and use your
hrain. I hnvc all these skills and if I nc\'cr used them I would feel like
crup. When yuu usc them c\'cryday and you ~ct an A in n class or !ICC
a test II lce ls gnod . "llull 's the hcst nwdicinc. ·
lmnically ..Jacksun that said dni ng what he wnnts to do has broU• ht
n~ll Jealousy on many people. "Pcoplu look nt me und say, ' lldmlro
h1~11, I hate him because he's doi ng his thing.' 1110 outside when its
nuning und say 'yes it 's rni ning! I Hike my shocs 11nd htlt off and walk
through the rnin. They sny I' m crnzy- I'm not cn11.y. What's so bid
ubuut fcu lin11 good'/"
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grandmolher was in a hospilal in Canada wilh cancer fighlReyes, from page 1
ing for her own life. Her grand molher had goucn so weak
chal Mariel's aunl had 10 pul lhc receiver 10 her car. "My
believed that, with lhe supporl of her loving fam ily and aunl had gol back on lhe phone and said lhal my grandfai th in God, anylhing was possible.
molher opened her moulh and she was crying so hard lo
"At first I thought thai God was punishing me, but chen speak," recalled Marie!. "She was loo weak, bul rears were
I though! maybe God did chis co me co show how coura- falling down her face. "
geous a young person could be," she said. " ! knew thai 1
The nexl day, Mariel 's grandmolher passed away.
could overcome it and gel
The path of hope began to
beller."
gel dimmer for Marie!. Hours
W ith her fami ly and
Iacer, her doclor came inlo the
friends there to support her.
room and said he had good
news and bad news. Marie!
her tears of pain and fear
became tears of slrenglh and
asked for lhe bad news firs!.
delerminalion.
Her doclor said, "Well lhe
"She had a tulor meet
bad news is chat you owe me a
dollar and lhe good news is
with her to go over assignments and to make sure she
!hal we found you a heart!"
met all her requirements,"
As !hey prepared Marie!
said Cla ire Dickerson, a
for surgery, she insisced on
school counselo r at Clayton
walking,ahhough her condiHigh School where Marie!
lion had her in a wheelchair.
attended . "There were days
As she was wheeled down the
whe n she was exhausted,
hall, she passed by many
days she didn 't_ know if she
faces of friends, family, docwould live or die, but she
tors and nurses. The same
continued on wilh her studfaces and smiles !hat supporties. She's a goal setter and \!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~:;:::7,=:::;::::~~~~~ ed and stood by her every seep
her goals were to live, graduPhoto by Natalie Battag lia of lhe way.
ate and go to college to study Graphic design student Marie! Reyes says now she's
"This is it, I am going lo be
going to live life to the fullest.
able 10 graduate and go bac k to
graphic design."
While o n che ventricular
a normal life," lhought Marie!.
device, Marie! experie nced bleeding complications. Her
The transplant was an 18-hour procedure, but the operarion was a success.
lungs filled up with fluids and breaching became difficult
And Marie! had another obstacle to overcome.
"When I woke up, my room was quiel, the ventricular
"My mother told me that some of the doctors didn 't machine was gone," recalls Marie!. "When I got oul of bed,
think I would make it through the surgery," she said. "Deep I held out my hand to reach for lhe machine ...it wasn' t
inside I was afraid, but I knew I would be back and I had !here."
to prove them wrong." When Marie! was taken down co
When Marie! was di scharged, her firs! slop before going
surgery, she lost so much blood that when she flat lined home was her high school lo give !hanks for all their supagain, for a while, doctors thought chey' d lost her.
pori. As she lay in her own bed in her bedroom she said lo
During the next several days, Marie! received more than tierself, "''m home, I'm finally home."
10 calls saying that she might have a possible heart, but che
Several weeks Iacer gradual ion arrived. During the cergood news would quickly turn bad- the blood type didn't emony, Mariel's name was the lase to be called. As she
match, or the weight and the size of the donor heart wasn't stood up, she gol a slandin g ovation.
righl. After the first round of calls, Marie! stopped count"As I walked across the stage I was so happy. II was
ing. She didn ' t want to get exc ited about a heart, chat was someching that I've waited for. When I first got sick, I didbut a mere possibility.
n' llhink I was going co make il." She slood !here wilh her
Because Marie! l)ad so many blood transfusions, she diploma and rears in her eyes, she saw faces of fami ly and
developed antibodies, which mean! her body would rejecl friends-lhe same faces who helped her out of che palh of
a new hear!. She stopped receiving blood lransfusions,and dealh.
Now, about a year and one-half Iacer, Muriel looks conwaited until there were no more antibodies in her system.
She continued to keep her spirits up. "My doctor and I stantl y to the future, hoping one day co work as a graphic
joked around with each other," Marie! said. " We made a bet designer, like her older sister she shares an apartment with
that if I didn 't gel a heart for chat week he would owe me a in Chicago.
"God gave me a second chance, and I know I should live
dollar, but if I received a heart, I would owe him a dollar."
While Marie! was in Sl. Louis battling to survive, her life to lhe fullest," she said.

Columbia chapter of PRSSA 'Get(s) Juiced'
By Jennifer Prause
Staff Writer

The Columbia College chapter of
the Public Relations Student Society of
America (PRSSA) is competing in the
finals of the 1996 Campus C hallenge,
a natio nal public relations competition
sponsored by lhe Florida Department
of Citrus (FDOC). The campaign
theme is "Florida Orange Juice: Are
You Drinking Enough?"
The Columbia chapter of PRSSA
posted "Get Juiced" fl yers around the
school. The PRSSA helps public relations students prepare for their profession before graduation. The PRSSA
provides students with information and
hands-on experiences by exposing
them to the original functio ns of public
relations.
Columbia's chapter is one of only
three commuter schools to be selected,
one of 12 chapters selected nationally
and the o nly chapter chosen in the

Chicago are_a. "This compelilion gives
us, fulure practitio ners in the public
relalions fi eld, a chance 10 develo p and
use public relations skills and creative
ideas," Traci Schneider, pres ident of
Columbia's PRSSA.
When the PRSSA chapters submitted !heir initial proposals, the FDOC
selected the besl, giving each winner
$1 ,500 to begin tlieir individual campaigns. Each campaign's goal was 10
inform college students of che nulritional benefits of Florida orange j uice.
This movement lasted five weeks, ending with a taste test conducted in the
Hokin Center for students to select
their favorite type of Florida orange
juice.
Columbia 's PRSSA chapter sent
Lauren Amerine dressed as the Florida
orange juice mascot- a big orange
with a sash- to radio stations with
samples of j uice. "Some stations let us
talk on air and others mentioned the
campaign," said Carmen Hart, a mem-

STUDENT TRAVEL

ber of PRSSA. The stations included
WKQX, WXRT, WB BM FM, and
WSCR AM.
There are almost 45 members in che
Columbia College PRSSA. " We are
reall y making a difference in the level
of education public relations students
receive at Columbia," Schneider said.
"The cl ub enhances a stude nl 's
resume, knowledge and skill level."
"The Columbia College PRSSA is
proud 10 have won our way inlo lhe
compelilion. The educalion and handson experience at Columbia enabled us
to create and fin e-tune a working, reallife proposal. Now, we have a chance
to put it into action and focus on running a winning campaign.
Now that the fi ve-week campaign is
over, chapcers of the PRSSA have to
submit a report on their campaign to
the FDOC and the Fl orida Citrus
Commission. Winners will be
announced on Jan. 17.
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Re al Deep

••• Stea k ?

Get ready for a
showdown, pardners
I'm still waiting on your letters, folks.
Time's running out-Steak Butt's loose,
he'll be up here any time and they'll kick me
out of here UNLESS YOU WRITE AND TELL
THEM WHAT A GENIUS I AMI
To recap, a few weeks ago, I was fed up
with the Inconsequential drivel being
spewed upon this page by John Henry
Biederman, AKA The Campus Idiot, who
was wasting this space with his meaningless
"How's Your Steakl" column. So I kidnapped him, put his evil twin, Nlpsy, In
charge as editor-In-chief and now...
"Now you're libeling the poor guy and
penning your Insane essays. "
Oh, It's Nlpsy. " Thanks for helping me
explain that, Nips. Anyway... "
"And now, the end Is near."
" Nipsyl You' re sure In a foul mood today!
What are you doing with that long stlckl"
Nlpsy smiles. "Why thank you."
"Nips, what's with youl I was talking
about the stick In your hand!"
" It's a s ix-foot bratwurst jerky."
"Whatl I thought you hated bratsl And
since when are you reading MAD Magazine I"
" Maybe I' m not Nlpsy."
"Great, now our editor-In-chief has a n
identity crisis! Or are you ... " Uh oh. He's
got that shifty look in h is eyes, it could only
be ... " Johnl"

'' Yup."

" A aarghl Call the cops-no, don 't. Call
some thugs!" I rise to run, but he swings his
bratwurst jerky at me ... " Ou ch!"
..And Knuckles goes down! 'This is John al the
keyboard now. It's time. to reclaim this column' I' ve
gol a Santa Claus interview lined up for nexl week and
...Nuts! Knuckles is chargi ng with a chain saw!
"Curses! Our of fuel!" he says.
I should call securi cy on him. Here goes ...
WHACK!

Knuckles here again. I just whacked John
w ith my blow-up Willi am Be nnett doll. Had
to whack •em a few times •cause there's not
too much weight to It, but ... Ahhhhl
John again, I just shoved the jerky in one of
Knuckles' ears and ou1 the other. Okay, where was I
THIS IS GETTING T OO CONFUSING.

''Who are you-you in Ihe slrange fo nl !"
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Win tree Beavis and Bun-Head Do America movie passes and prizes
"II Beavis and Bun-Head came to Columbia I would take them._ _
"

Name:,_______ ____________
To emer: Fill In the blanks and rerum this ad to the Chrtnlcle omce. 623 s. Wabash-Rm 802, BEFORE 12:00 urn. Fridav. December 13th.

BEAVIS . +

to a screen
bigger than
your rv.

-

1£AVI$

IWTT-H£At

~· .

ICA

cemest rules: 10 wl•ers Sllecttll frt• alleatrles returned IIV frlllav. Decemller 13tll will rec1e111a IIISS ladllh 21 ta tile adVance shewing ef Beavis
alii Batt-lead Dt America at tilt Stq Tlllatres Pl"rs lllewi1&0Bil WellsJ. Tllursdav. December l!ltll. 7:30 IIDL 3 Grand Prllt winners wlllalsa receiVe a
Benllallll Batt-Head Dt a.ertca PriZe !liCk IIICiallllla T-shln. Bexar sblns. Baevls and Batt-Head liNk and tem11ararv tatM. The names and answers of
tilt winners wHiappear In tile Cllrtnlcll, Decemller 1&-20tll. hIs tile wlaHI's respanslbllhV ta pick up tllelr Prill at the Chranlcle oftlce before screening
date ar rtsk ferteh II.D. l'ltlllrellfer redemPtleAJ. Judges declsltns ara nnat Emplewus ef panlclpants. panners are Ineligible.

.Beavis andFridav,
Butt-Head
Do
America
December 20th!
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50,000 Chicagoans to be war01er this winter
By Jason Kravarik

the Chicago Bears are co-sponsoring the drive. Each member of the
Soldier Field ciowd is being asked
If all goes according to plan, 50,000 needy Chicagoans to contribute a coat before !he
will be a lot warmer this winter, and some generous game.
Columbia students will be among those to thank for it.
" If everyone does that, !hen we
1lle Columbia College Association of Black Journalists wiU certainly reach our goal,"
(CCABJ) is among 150 organizations participating in Saunders said.
WMAQ-1V Channel 5's ''Coats for Chicago" campaign to
NBC 5 expects to collect about
help !he needy.
I 0,000 coats from Bears fans on
Tile association has set up bins in !he lobbies of campus that day alone.
Meanwhile, Saunders, presibuildings for students to drop ofT coats. So far, they have
collected 60 coats and need I00 to
dent of the C hicago
For n·lall·d l'ditorial. Association of Black
make their goal.
CCABJ Pres ident Michelle
Journalists, commends the
'l'l' pagl' IJ.
Johnson is pleased with the turnout
CCABJ
for
gelling
so far.
involved in the project..
··Jt makes me feel good that we have a heart to help those
'They took the initiative," he
m need."' she said. ''I PovertyI can affect each and every one said. 'They saw the advertisement
of us It just docsn 't happen to the worst of society."
for !he coat drive and took the iniJohnson points out that there arc over I 0.000 homeless tiative. That 's what prompted
students in Chicago. so it is particularly important for stu- thetn to help out in this arena."
dents to help each othel.
CCABJ faculty adviser Grethia
Overall, ahout 30,000 coats have been ~ollccted as of Hightower said she is proud of the
Thanksgiving. said Warner Saunders, who is co-sponsoring organi7.ation.
'They're involved," she said. lniww,rhlinli.
the drive for Channel 5 with Joan Esposito.
The station 's goal is 50,000. Each week Saunders and 'They're doing what !hey should
Esposito. co-anchors of the 5 p.m. news. visit various neigh- be doing- working with !he major players in various industries."
borhoods to draw support for the program.
Students who wish to donate coats can do so until Dec.
The entire Channel 5 coat drive cu lminates on Dec. 14
during the Bears game. Along with several other businesses, 14, the day when !he Salvation Army makes their pick-up.
Staff Wriltr

L----------------...._____....,.___.._._....:;;..;..,_
For more information on the coat drive or about CCABJ,
call (3 12)663-1600 Ext 5344.
NBC 5 also has a toll free number set up at (888)5-PICKUP.

Boycott in name of equality
Unidad. "!Royko's column) molds
people's perception."
Rodrigue/. said that the article was
a wake-up call for him.
Rodrogue1. has now shifted his
attention to ra1sc awareness of propoSitions 209 and 187. Rodriguez maintams that there is a deep. sinister rcason that these laws. si ngling o ut
mi norot1cs. have passed.
Accordong to Unidad. a group of
large corporations have backed

Nov. 4 was one of the most important pol1tical days of the year- not
o nly hecause of the Presidential and
Congress1onal elections. but because
11 marked a vote on a controversial
referendum on Calt forn1a.
Propo"twn 20'1. which makes
racial prefc ren~e> in public contracting. h1ring or college adm issions illegal. pa,sed hy a 54 percent to 46 percent marg1n.

cc:•napet.ltliOID.I

Many opponen ts of the new onit1at1 vc he lo eve Prop<"t11on 209 is a continuatio n of Propm1 110n 187. which
passed two years ago. Proposition
187 prohibited ">eial program> su~h
a' health care and education for illegal alien>.
Unidad, a Latono group fa nned
after a controver"al Mike Royko column about Mex1co. is calling for a
hoycott agaon5t companies that have
made con trobut H>n> to polit1c1an>
who >uppo rt the tnlllat1vc .
Royko wrote the column, intended
tn lampoon then pohtical cand idate
Pat Buchanan. on Feb. 27.
When crotiCit.ed ahout the alleged
negati ve way Latinos were described,
Roy ko said that the story was o nly
satire.
" You can say that the stories were
satires. but there arc idiots out there
who really believe it."' said Jose
Rodrigue1., executive director of

Fnr rclatl'<l

~ditnrial. w~

pag~

IJ.

politicians who have supported the
bi ll because they want to use minoritie> as a commod ity and keep them as
pennancnt con, umers. The ending of
affirmative action will limit women's
opportunity to come into the workforce.
The group 's theory goes Joke this:
Compan1c' w1ll lokely choose men
over equally qualtlicd wome n
because they won't have to worry
about granting a male employee child
leave.
More women w1ll stay at home
and get pregnant, thus creating new
consumers for companies to market
themselves to.
The laws will also keep immigrants. who arc already working in
minimum wage j obs, in the same
position. Those immigrants will be a

permanent class of low-wage, menial
workers.
According
to
Rodriguez,
Proposition 187 jeopardizes the
health of legal immigrants also.
"If you deny people !he health
care mayhem will result. Individuals
will drop off like nies,"said
Rodriguez.
Also, according to Unidad, jobs
are being created by the nation's fear
of illegal immigrants. For instance,
increased hiring of border patrol
guards has created many new government jobs.
Rodriguez sites large corporations, such as Disney, McDonald's
and Warner Brothers as the biggest
targets. He admits it's difficult to
boycoll every company that supported the bill because many companies
are owned by large conglomerates,
but believes that companies will
allempt to play on the emotions of
mothers.
''Tilese mothers will see commercials for Disney movies and
McDonald's and they will to take
their kids to these things," said
Rodriguez. 'This isn' t just an immigrant problem. America has a moral
duty to prevent this type of exploitation ."
"Mexicans and Indians are indigenous to America. If the U.S., hadn' t
taken away the oil- rich land, Mexico
wouldn't be as impoverished as it is
today."
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from a rear-view mirror, or
some sort
of warm feeling in the hwnan heart, some sort
of imagined "Olrist consciousness." But
Yahshua of Nazareth, the carpenter and
teacher who claimed divine status
("Before Abraham was, I AM''), who
aa:ording to the New Testament writers,
died and came back from the gravowas he ever involved, personally, in
this curious celebration? Can you
truly imagine him enjoying beloved
Christmas traditions like:
• The jolly fat quasi-god with the sleigh
and reindeer?
• !GIIing a tree, bringing it indoors and
decorating it?
• Wreaths, holly, mistletoe, gaudy lights,
tinsel?
Trading gifts among ourselves?
Wild drunken parties?
• Canned hams?
• Ham of any kind?
• December 25?
I can find no indication that Jesus Christ or
his earliest followers would have ever celebrated anything like the holiday that, centuries
later, was named after him. It would have
been dishonest, for one thing; he wasn't born
on Dec. 25. Almost certainly, it was in late
September or early October (the time of the
biblical Feast of Tabernacles).
Dec. 25, in ancient Rome, was the
Brumalia, the birthday of the popular Persian
sun-god Mithras; Dec. 17-24 was the festival
of Satwn. Most popular Christmas customs
are baptized paganism, as any pagan will
proudly tell you. (They love to claim that
Christianity is a plagiarized religion.)
What's more, the Satwnalia/Brumalia season also made big money for the merchants-

I

j

It's a noble sentiment I think hypercommercialism and greed are bad. (However, it's
delightfully ironic that some of the biggest
profiteering off this top ''Christian" holiday is
by people who are not and never have been of
the Christian persuasion. But that's free enterprise.)
But put Christ back into Christmas?
An interesting notion, that mere humans can
"put" Christ here or there, as if Christ were a

new
Many early church fathers condemned
OvistJnas.-iiS well as the Puritan seulers in
Massachusetts-because of the drunken revelry associaled with it and because, they said. it
was idolatrous. It dido't become an official
holiday in Boston until 1856, and in
Oklahoma until 1890.
The actual Yahshua of Nazareth (and his
earliest disciples) probably would have been
horrified at Ovistmas, and might have quoCed
a scripture like: "You shall not worship the
LORD your God in that way; for every abomination to the- LORD which HE hales they
[the pagans] have done to their gods; for they
bwn even their sons and daughters in the fire
to their gods. Whatevec I command you, be
careful to observe it; you shall not add to it nor
take away fom it" (Deut 12:31-32). The God
of the Bible said he did not want to be "honored" with the religious rituals of ancient
infant-killing barbarians who worshipped
idols! Would you?
·
But some people were smarter than God.
Roman emperors such as Constantine saw the
pagan/Christian hybrid religion (later to
become Catholicism) as a political tool to
unite the far-flung Empire. The clerics of the
rising Roman Catholic church rationalized it
as a quick and easy way to "convect" the
pagans and increase the church's power.
Jesus noted this human tendency to exalt
human doctrine ovec divine revelation: ''In
vain they worship me, teaching as doctrines
the commandments of men."
Personally, I have nothingagainst evergreen
trees-in the ground, where they belong-or
gifts, or wreaths, or chestnuts roasting on an
open fire. There is nothing wrong with a
warm time of family, good times, good food,
keeping warm snuggling up with That Special

mom,
mom should be, loved it
thing was. She loved the
head
two
gave it She loved the popsicle
crooked black dots for eyes. She loved it because I
made just for her.
Then I recalled many Chistmases later when I
spent $300 on gifts for my first girlfriend. we·
weren' t getting along at all at that point, and I
thought I could make it up to her by lavishing her
with gifts depsite the fact that I was barely making
minimum wage, which at that time was 3.35 an
hour. I spent almost all my Chistmas money on her
and gave very little to ariyone else. She did enjoy
the gifts, and for that day we got along as well as we
ever have. But that didn't help her forget about the guy she
was sleeping with behind my back. (I had to insert that)
These are two extreme examples of gift giving. In one case
I was giving out of pure love, which didn't require money. It
was a show of apprieciation for that love in its rawest form.
In another case I was spending all I could on someone that I
desperately just wanted to get along with. And I thought that

It's not how much you
spend...
Stephen Portugal
Like most college students, I have very little spending
for Christmas. And this year, especially, I will be hardjoin in the holiday spending spree. I thought of ways
without having to starve myself. I thought about it for
I began to think of when I was too young to give gifts
that involved money. I remembered a Chistmas ornament I
made for my mom in my third grade art class. It was supposed
be a reindeer or Santa Claus or maybe a little bit of both.

CIA: To trust or not
to trust?
By Michael Collins Piper
The CIA wants the American people to think that charges
of its involvement in introducing crack cocaine in to the ghettoes have no basis in fact. The agency's defenders suggest that
"extremists" are the source of the allegations and, therefore,
the stories are not to be believed. However, charges relating
specifically to CIA involvement in the crack trado-and its
reported links to the Nicaraguan contras-appeared in a series
in the San Jose Mercury News, a "respectable " and "mainstream" publication.
The Mercury News series claimed the crack epidemic in
California can be traced to two Nicaraguan cocaine dealers
who used at least part of their profits to finance the Nicaraguan
contra forces during the 1980s.
As a consequence, the Mercury News is under siege from
not only the CIA but other media outlets, such as the
Washington Post and its ostensible "conservative rivai," the
Washington Times. Both were linked to the CIA for years.
A Times columnist, Col. Harry Summers, claimed the allegations about CIA involvement with crack cocaine has been
" long since disproved"---even before the agency officially
closed its own internal inquiry into the charges.
The CIA has been equally adamant about its innocence. Its
protestations recall similar CIA denials about its involvement
in- among other things--<lrug and mind·control experiments
on unsuspecting American citi7.ens, illegal domestic spying,
wiretapping, t11e assassination of President John F. Kennedy
and the high·lcvel cover-up tlmt continues to this day.
In Congress, Sen. Arlen Specter (R-Pa.), chaitman of the
Senate Committee on lntcll igence, convened widely·covered
hearing' to "investigate·· the allegations. Those who testified
were government witnesses. including the CIA inspector gencml. Each prmmscd that he would be looking into the matter.
Today, Specter is close to CIA Director John Deutch.
Earlier this year the Pennsylvania Republican introduced legislation that would have put the entire U.S. intelligence com·
munity under the CIA director's control.

Hidin~: information?

There is yet another reason why Specter might be reticent
to about allegations of CIA involvement in drug trafficking.
Specter and the CIA director are devout partisans of the
state of Israel-both having sisters who live there. It has been
documented by writers such as Andrew and Leslie Cockburn
that Israel's own intelligence agency, the Mossad, had been
involved in the training of the private armies of many of the
Latin drug barons.

Documented history

However, for those who are interested, the facts about the
CIA's drug antics are available.
Although Frederick P. Hitz, the CIA's inspector general,
told Specter 's committee that "recent allegations of CIA
involvement in narcotics trafficking [are] the most controversial, politically charged and potentially damaging" accusations
ever brought against the CIA, that is not exactly true.
For more than two decades there had been publicly available and thoroughly documented published information about
the CIA's activities in the drug trade.
In 1972, Alfred W. McCoy, then a graduate student at Yale,
published the frrst edition of his book, ' "The Politics" of Heroin
in Southeast Asia." The book was published by Harper &
Row.
McCoy concluded that:
"American diplomats and CIA• agents have been involved
in·the narcotics traffic at three levels:
(J ) coincidental complicity by allying with groups actively
engaged in the drug traffic;
(2) support of the traffic by covering up for known heroin
traffickers and condoning their involvement; and
(3) active engagement in the transpon of opium and heroin ~
·
The CIA launched a coven campaign to suppress the volume and inhibit sales of the explosive book, but enough schol·
ars and researchers had absorbed the facts. Researchers were
pointed in the right direction in order to investigate McCoy's
allegations themselves.
In 1991 McCoy, by this time a professor of history at the
University of Wi ~ons in-Madi son, re-issued his book in an
expanded, updated edition entitled "'The Politics of Heroin:
CIA Complicity in the Global Drug Trade."*
Despite all this, the CIA and its defenders are treating allegations of CIA involvement in the illegal drug trade as something new and astounding. It is neither.

cludl services,
spirit of kindness and generosity
temporary it may be). We need 10 celebrale.
It's J*t of our naiUre. We need a c:t.ce to let
loose and haw: fun, to forget ~ 1he daily
routine, to laugh and love, to show our
sides.
It's just that it's all so tnlgically misplaced
and misspent It bothers me to.see rnilliom
people, including my own r.niJY, enpaed in
rather odd custmls (w.hen you really lhinlt
about them) without having a clue why.
It's not their faJlt Misplaced a, the perversion of what once was true, blind enslavement to tradition, religion dcniled from the
track of truth-that's the history
Ouistianity (and, you could say, of humanity).
As for me, I still eat the 01ristmas
with the family, minus the ham. But I
give or take gifts (they're cheaper
Christmas anyway). And I belong to
Ouistian community keeping the Biblical
festivals-eight a year-so my calendar is
full enough.
Does my belief make me a Grinch? Some
people think so, but the real grinches lived
centuries ago: the arrogant, high-and-mighty
tyrants and religious poohbahs, the types who
brought you the Crusades and the Inquisition,
who thought they would one-up God and
improve on the religion he had given them.
They did their best to stamp out true
Ouistianity and replace it with a politically
correct, inferior substitute.
The ''put Christ back into Ovistmas" folks
mean nothing but the best. But they might as
well argue for putting the polar bears back
into the Sahara You can't put back what was
never there.

didn't.
_ .
This made me think about what this gift giving thing is
about Yeah I know the story of the three kings, the legend
Saint Nicholas, Rudolph the red-nosed monkey, but
the real reason for this tradition? Why is Christmas all
gift giving to most people? Is it because everyone does
they do it to? After all, there are a lot of non-Christians
buy trees, exchange gifts and basically celebrate a
tradition. So there has to be more to this than l!ift-l!i'linl!.l
There has to be more to this than fairy tails. There
more to this than a Christian holy day.
I know that Ouistmas means that I get to go home and
my family and my closest friends. It's the only time of
get to do that, because everyone is spmid out over the
try. And I have had trouble getting everyone gifts the
years because my pockets have been empty. But it
ter because everyone (I hope) was happy to see me.
So maybe what it's all about is bting around those you
and exchanging your love with them. So that's what
gonna do this year. I'll buy some cheap love and
thick with those I care about most Now all have to
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Random E-mail thoughts
n the spirit of Christmas, I've
decided to draft a list of
Christmas gift ideas for the
Columbia College community. Since
the school has given me so much, I
think it would be a nice gesture to give
something back. Although many people at Columbia don' t cele brate
Christmas for one reason or another, its
meaning has evolved to mean giving
gifts to fri ends and loved o nes-an
event everyone can participate in.
For Santa Claus, otherwise known
as John Duff, I think it would be nice to
get him a new pair of glasses. It is obvious he cannot see many of the problems that plague Columbia, so maybe a
new pair of specs will facilitate change
around here.
Since Television Chair Ed Morris
wants to co ntrol everything, he
deserves a box of miniature robots,
although it would not be very different
from Columbia's Television students.
In case anyone noticed, the Chronicle
received a letter from the editor this
week from the geniuses on the 15th
floor of the 600 S. Michigan building.
It took them a week to draft that one
paragraph--obviously the air is thin up
there.
By the way, President Duff's secretary Joyce Fulgium adheres to his
every command, she could use a sharp
pair of scissors to cut the leash Duff has
heron.
Photography faculty member Brian
Katz could sure use a sense of humor
-he obviously didn' t catch the joke in
my "Smoke 'em if you got 'em" column on Nov. 4. Katz may also be able
to use a pair of pointy boots to kick his
pal Associate Academic Dean Peter
Thompson with-maybe that will get
his Technology Roundtable spinning.
As for the rest of the administration,
I think they should each receive a fl ask.
Since it is obvious from their performances that they must be drunk, a flask
will help them hide the hooch from
thirsty faculty members and students.
Speaking of students, brain transplants would be nice but too expensive.
Instead, I feel they should each receive
·a copy of the dictionary and Hooked on
Phonics. Maybe this will help to cure
the open admissions dilemma.
Although the drunks and vagrants
outside Columbia's buildings are not
technically part of the school, many
students would be taking a positive
step if they looked at them as.role models. For these people , Columbia
College jackets would be a nice gift.
This year, my column has caused
many people to become so incensed
that they were motivated to write a letter to the editor lambasting me.
Although I fi nd their pleas pitiful and
humorous, a couple of their authors
deserve Christmas gifts.
To "POGEYbait3," who last week emailed a letter praising me for my
"hard-edged spice," I would personally
like to buy you a beer. But since you
signed your letter with a lame-sounding fake name, you need a life, computer dork.
Out of all the letters from various
morons at Columbia who fell the urge
lo tell me off, none were better than
Carrie L. Nelson's. Although her letter,
like Brian Katz's, ran two weeks after
my Nov. 4 "Smoke 'em if you got 'em"
column, it was a true classic. I will not
rehash it here, bul before sigm ng it , she
graciously told me lo kiss her a~s . f'o r
Ms. Nelson, I would urge someone to
buy her a J3 uns of Steel machine bd'ore
I give her the most sought-after g1ft at
Columbia: a kiss from me.

I

-ello there.
Hi.
So, where do you live?
Chicago.
How would you describe yoursetp
Well, I'm a college student and I ...
No, I mean physically.
Hmm ... I quickly closed this "Instant
Message" box and left "Jay" staring at his
computer screen wailing for my
response.
I went back to checking stock quotes,
ignoring Jay's "Where are you?" and
"Why aren't you responding?" messages.
By the way, America Online and other
E-mail services allow online users to pul
information into profiles, which other
online users can access through a directory. My profile seemed very straightforward, I thought: female, college student,
enjoys reading, writing, music.. .! pul
information into a profile just to have
one, and I searched the directory maybe
once or twice for fun.
I signed on again the next day, and of
course, I had mail. I sorted through the
mail from my friends away at school and
the annoying junk mail and spotted an
unfamiliar author. Could il be Jay still
pestering me for a physical description?
No. This time it was a random letter from
some guy named Steve.
Hey·-! was just screwing around with
AOL in areas I had never used before and
came across 'search member directory '
and decided to give it a whirl. Well, with
movies, music, coffee, reading, and fl.,
your name came up. So I decided, what
the hey--let's write a bit of E-mail ... So
anyway. sorry /took up your time, w1d if
you fee/like writing back, that'd be cool.
Look up my profile if you 're at all curious. Steve
The letter rambled on a little longer and
I actually responded lo this one. h
seemed like one of the better random Emails I received on almost a weekly
basis, and I thought: What could it hurt, I
might never even meet the guy.
In just two weeks I received about I0
multiple-page letters in which Steve
poured out his guts to me, a mere name
with an interesting profile, at least to him.
Perhaps after telling me his life story,
Steve fell better and decided to move on
with his life. Regardless, the letters from
Steve slopped--and along came Scan.
Hey--W/wz up? I came across your profile and decided to write you. I'm not trying to pick you up or anything, bw I'd
like to get to know you. Sean
I wasn't sure about writing back (the
"whuz up?" should have been a sign nol
to) but I did anyway. After a few brief Emails, I noticed he frequently misspelled
words and used slang. I then found out
that he li ved just a mile away from me
and I got a little scared. He lived just too
close for this correspondence to remain
j ust that. I slopped writing and surprisingly, he slopped too, but only for a week.
Hi Michelle, Its me Sean her do me a
big favor, do NOT write me back. !will
not be on AOL anymore and /11·on 't hal'e
away to mail yo11 after tonight! So please
call me I stillwunt to talk! (3 12)555·5555
Thanks Sean
Yikes' He actually ga'c me his phone
number. I had no intention of really calling this guy. But I du.J call ju'l once. and

H

Kudos ...with a twist
We offer a sincere thumbs up to Unidad, the civil rights group profiled by Staff
Writer Chuck Jordan on page 6. But at the same time, we also have a scolding.
The world needs more groups like Unidad to combat the sneaky forms of ' 90s
racism that emerge in a society more sensitive (at least on the surface) to civil
rights. There is no such thing as "too many" for activists opposing hateful legislation like California's propositions 187 and 209, which prohibit many government
benefits for illegal immigrants and outlaw affirmative action, respectively.
But we disagree with Unidad' s stance against Chicago Tribune columnist Mike
Royko.
Unidad in fact formed because of Royko's column of Feb. 27 this year. In that
now infamous column, Royko lampooned the n presidential candidate Pat
Buchana n. And lampooned him good, painting him as-if possible- more
extreme than he really is. And we be lieve that Buchanan deserved it, that you can't
make fun of Pat Bucha nan e nough.
But Royko chose a satiric form to express his opinions. And not everybody " got
it."
Some of those who didn't "get it" were members of the Latino communi ty, and
they screamed out in protest. ,.
Lite rally, Royko's column praised Pat Buchanan. But the narrati ve voice was
that of an idiot- an idiot who might in fact convince a reasonable person not to
vote for Buchanan.
Nonetheless, those who protested continued to protest, even after the Tribune
and Royko explained themselves, going so far as calling for Royko's firing. Some
believe it was pride- that once one calls a protest, it's embarassing to call it off by
admitting misunderstanding- and we also believe that pride was part of the reason.
The reasoning of Unidad Executive Director Jose Rodriguez, however, is something that we just can't buy.
According to Rodriguez, "You can say that the stories were satires, but there are
idiots out there who really believe it...[Royko] molds people's perception ."
Yes- idiots will believe it. But idiots will believe most anything, and idiots ofte n
do not understand the subtleties of writing and other arts.
All in all , a rather shabby reason to jeopardize the First Amendment.
It is powerfull y ironic that Mike Royko set out to lampoon Pat Buchanan- a
rather bigoted public figure- and wound up the object of persecution by some
me mbers of the very community Buchanan threatened the most.
And yet little of this matters. Even if Royko did promote Pat Buchanan, or
ridicule Mexican Americans, we have a First Amendme nt for very good reasons.
A question for Rodriguez: Does your philosophy apply to everyone equally? If
that's the case, Unidad should not be allowed to write about alleged racist plots by
whites in power.
Touc he. After all, idiots might get the wrong idea.
Please, don't misunderstand us. While we believe Unidad's reason for forming
was irrational, we applaud the group that resul ted, and believe that the theories
they espouse deserve a listening and contain at least a seed of truth. But if they can
express their beliefs, why can't Royko?

...And kudos only pure

Oddly enough, these aren't the easiest editorials to write.
This is an editorial praising the Columbia College Association of Black
Journalists' (CCABJ) drive to provide coats for the needy. And, unfortunately,
when all you have is praise, it 's hard to say much about a situation without sounding ...well, sappy.
So we issue praise to CCABJ. And we believe that Jaso n Kravarik's ~tory on
I hung up when I !'!Otncone an'''~rcd.
page 6 says it all .
After thi' ranuom I· 111<111. I l'limmatcd
Sure, we could rant and rave, wax all flowery and purple about how great 11 real - C\Cl) 1h111g J ntcn.~' t i n::. .tnd unl) lett
ly is. We could probably even write something that might make a reader '" t\IO kmalc and college \tUJt.·nt
1 cxpcctcd the 1;1ndom 1:-lll<lll..., to
misty.
al most completely 'lop
But in some cases less is more.
No such luc~ . I can't c•pl:tlll 1his ran·
Thank ydu, CCABJ.
dom E-mailllU,IIlCSS, hut maybe the lac~
of interests and hohbic' in my profile
intrigues directory browsers even more.
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Then there is chaos. It's the c~lm before the s tonn . Like :e.stlcss cogs on a well -oiled wheel , Stephen

l'etroroO a~~a hiS dancers sw1rl and gnnd chaotically, but w1th planned preciSIOn.
Tbey become ballet dancers o n crac k in hyper-speed. It's as if an operator has pressed fast-forward, putting the
frcnli cd machines in overdri ve. "The movement is as if they were bei ng chased by mechanical dogs with
mechanical jaw,," said Stephen Petronio, artistic director and choreographer of the company. " It's like ' l
must move as fast as ( can or else.'"

Growing up in Newark, Petronio was not an acti ve or athletic child. " Books transported me o ut o f
no thing New Jersey.'' he said . He didn't begin dancing until the age of 19, when he went off to
Hampshire College in Amherst, Massachusclls. "My mind was blown by art," he said. A fri end
took him to sec Rudo lf Nureyev in a production of"Sieeping Beauty" and he was awed. " I was
alarmed to know that l had a body belo w my chest,'' Petronio said. From there, he began to
take dance classes. His fi rst was an improvisation class.
Petronio soon became inOuenced by S teve Paxton, an early experimenter with dance
in the '60s, originating what is known as contact improvisation. It's these two d ance
powers, the classical (Nureyev) and the modern ( Pax ton)-"the black and wh ite
ext remes of how to represent the body" -that moti vated him to create his o wn
movements. Petronio found much o f his inspiration through the visual arts. The
first piece he choreographed was based on a still picture o f boys play ing handball by photographer Ben Shawn.
S hortly after finishing school, Petronio went to dance for the New Yorkbased Trisha Brown Company. He danced with the company from 1979
through 1986 and was their firs t male dancer. In 1984, he fo unded the
Stephen Petronio Company, which has pcrfonned in America,
Euro pe. South America, Japan and Australia. The company has
become synonymous with s peed and complicated moveme nt.
"The movements incorpo rate my ideas about our contemporary condition and our physical reactio n to it," said Petro nio.
Doubt, love, fear, power and s hame are all mirrored on stage
hack to the seated audience.
The company perfonncd at the Dance Center o f Columbia
Co llege o n Dec. 5-7. Thursday ni ght's program began with
" Drawn That Way," a piece he created earlier this year. " I got the
111lc from the line Jessica Rabbit says in "Who Framed Roger
Rahhit ." 'I'm not evil . I'm j ust drawn that way,'" said Petronio.
British popstcrs Suede's tunc "S leeping Pills" opened the piece
interpreted as a solo by dancer Gerald Case!. His body moved
about the s tage like a contortionist. Writhing in time to the
music, Case! used his entire body to make usc o f the stage.
The piece continued with a change in music to a mo re
up beat, fa st-paced tempo prov id ed by composer Andy
Teirste in. The troupe looked like danc ing names in a rampant
fire. enteri ng and exiting the s tage continuously. Their legs
nickered as if they were dancing on hot coals, while their arms
moved gracefully, but with powerful strength . Here, Petronio
made his first appearance, yet brief.
He followed the piece with his own solo titled " #3," to
Lenny Picket's ja1.1. tunc " Dance Music for Borncd Horns #5 ."
Us ing o nly h1s upper body. Petronio went through a range o f
emotions and reactions. Hi s legs remained mostly motionless,
Stephen Petronio
hi s act depending entirely o n the in telligence and variety of
movement in his anns, hands and head. At times suave, at
Photos
by Beatriz Schiller
o ther times estranged, his rhythms were in perfect unison wi th
the music.
"Middlesex Gorge" was perfonncd to a remix of Britis h
post-pu nk hand Wire's "Amhition Plus." The techno-ins pired
soundtrack took the aud ience warp-speed 11110 the future. The
men wore pink and wh ite corsets and the women donned blue
velvet leotards. The dancers were like robots, each movement
technical. Groups o f them took up parts of the stage independent from the others, then they' d merge into o ne or break into
two. Like the spinn ing cogs of multiple wheels, the dancers perConned a futuri stic square dance.
Petronio, who entered the dance in pink n o wered pants and a
corset, described "Middlesex Gorge" as "a franti c game o f
Twister." There's a defi nite sexual and physical compo nent to the
work. Each twist and tum implied a sexual restlessness. "I wanted
10 explore sexual power and to motivate all the movements by the
pe lvis," said Petronio. " I also wanted to experiment with how a
group o f people could handle one person and vice versa."
The troupe ended the program with "Lercignc," a piece
named for Petronio's mother and a word play on the
Spanish word which means " the queen." It began wi th a
solo by Ori Flomin to "No More Heroes" by The
Stranglers. " I was concerned with 'Where is the modem
hero?' and the loss o f a moment ," Petro nio said. "The dancer
becomes that hero."
Unlike the prev ious solos, Flom in 's is mo re nuid. He,
too, uses the e ntire s tage, but gives a pcrfom1ance more
gymnas t- like and s mooth.
The piece continued with a score provided by composer
David Linton. Each dancer became an angel under the hluc
li ghts and seemed to take Oight under its glow as they bounded
across the stage. " It 's about the beauty o f loss." sa id Petronio.
J e~sica Meeker a nd S teven Fetherhuff
" If things move so fast, you can' t ho ld o n to them."
perform " Drawn That Way"
The energy and intensity the dancers surrendered to each piece
was mes merizing. Gentle, s waying mo tions wo uld give way to hard,
aggressive o nes. The rhythm of the g roup and the w nncction between
each dancer were in perfect synch. The pieces told no narrut ivc story, but the wello rganized confus ion spelled out the human condition right before our eyes.
This s traightforward ness with the audience has had its pros and cons. Petro ni o's labeling as
"the bad boy of dance," has been good and bad. Mostly good in Euro pe and bud in the U.S. The
ideas o f iden tity and sex uality arc not easi ly coped with in America, he said . It's a title he sometimes
wis hes wou ld go away. At forty, he believes it s hould at least be "the bad man of dance."
" I give the dancers the phrases- the tools to move. They execute them," Petronio snid. "We choose
dancers according to spirit, suss and smarts." Oftentimes, the dancers must make transitions o ut of no thing.
As a choreographer, Petro nio wonts to push the envelope of a dancer's capabilities, including h is own. " I want to
convey movement in two directions at o nce, actively seeking space with the mind," he suid. "It's not about collaboratio n. we arc all s ubservient to the ideo." Por Petro nio, "tho movement comes fi rst. tho composer fo llows us."
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Toy Wrapping Party
Friday, December 13 11:00am- 1:00pm in the Hokin Annex
623 S. Wabash 1st Floor
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Power Of Our Rhythm
By Tim Mathews

miere group " Az Yet" whose assortment of musical
flavors were much to my pleasing. The boys, led by
a former singer of Boyz II Men, performed the hit
Hey everybody, I know what I'm doing New single "Last Night," then did us up acapella style
Year's Eve, do you? If you' re still undecided, there with "Hard For Me To Say I'm Sorry." Another sure
are plenty of tickets left for the New Edition World to be classic is called "Straight From The Heart"
Tour Concert fl oating into town at the Rosemont and without a doubt the guys can sing up-tempo.
Horizon. The show includes the likes of
The event saw people from all six Big Willey
Bla~kstreet,
of
"No distributors (SONY, CEMA. PGD, UNI, BMG,
Diggidy" fame, female group 702 of "Steelo" fame, WEA). It also allowed me to meet promotional wizKeith Sweat of "Nobody" fame and the world fam- ard Shantee Dawes and Public ity Powerhouse
ous Bone-Thugs-N-Harmony. This event is spon- Lorraine, both from the Laface Camp. The highlight
sored by AI Haymen Productions.
of the night belo nged to homejam artist Donnell
Want to know
Jones who did the
what to get that loved
Stevie
Wonder
one for C hristmas?
remake " Knocks Me
My suggestion is you
Off My Feet" to a
start off with the new
crowd he made even
livelier with his renself-titled CD from
Dru Hill, which has a
dit ion. It was an
ballad called "In My
un forgettable night.
Hey
KDI , if
Bed" that is sure to
you' re reading this,
shoot up the charts
and you better be,
and shoot into your
keep the momentum
companion 's heart.
Next thing would ' ve
going for your next
show by doing it as
the
new
been
soon as possible, like
Wu-Tang Clan LP,
by February, so it
but due to unfortucan be relati ve ly
nate flooding in the
fresh on everybody 's
RZA's hall of master
mind. All around the
tapes in the basement, the album is
---'-'---' school your poetry
being pushed bac k
Photo by Amra Harbin event is still a part of
for at least another From left to right: Lonzell Cross, Jive Records and dail y conversations.
six months.
Prom otions; Donnell Jones, National Recording Artist I'm hearing nothing
I have a great sec- for Laface Records· a nd David Leonard Director of but love. whtch
ond choice though, Fi nance for Colu~bia's Urban Music' Association makes me certain I
the Redman CD enti- (C.U.M.A.).
won ' t walk-in late
ever again.
tled
"Muddy
Lil Kim. the sexy
Waters." " Da Funk
Dr. Spock," as he loves to be called, is one of the mutha who puts the ''Bad Girl" in Bad Boy enterfew hip-hop artists that is still recogni zed and tainment, was in town last week to promote her new
respected from both East and West coast fans and album, "Hardcore," which features new material
artists. I'm sure his album is just as good as his Def like "Crush On You," "Back Stabbers," and the curSquad partner, Keith Murray, who's a lbum rent hit "No Time." Smile-A-Day productions did
"Enigma" is being hailed as one of the freshest LP's the honors at La Borche's Nightclub and kept the
of rap music to drop this year. Sales are closing in Queen Bee safe and secure.
Friday Dec.l3 is offi cially Playas Night, thanks
on gold after only a month. My pick off the album
is the track entitled "Dangerous Grounds." The primarily to Rap-A-Lots Records hip-hoppers Do
producer, better known as the green-eyed bandit Or Die. They will be "Po Pimpi n" for us at the
Erick Sermon, is wicked on the beats and might just House Of Blues in Marina City. This is a home-jam
be warming up for the new EPMD album. He and group, so let's leave TGIF for ABC and give these
guys paper and props for their part in uplifting the
Paris start recording next spring.
The winner of the most spectacular private party Chi-town musical torch. Among other acts pergoes to the Laface Family, which showcased their forming at the H.O.B will be WAR on Dec. 23 and
artists a few weeks ago at Magnum 's Restaurant. George Clinton and the P-Funk All-Stars on Dec.
Kenneth "Babyface" Edmonds was on hand to 30. Peace out and much love!!
introduce to the Midwest music movers and shakers, along with his label partner L.A. Reid, his pre-

Corrr!spondent

Graphics Tedmlcian
Color separation house seeks technically-minded Photos hop,
Quark, Illustrator qurus. Full-time or part-time. Mac only. S~rvice bureau experi·
ence experience preferred. Great enlry-level tech job, fun enviomment. Send
resume. references, salary requirements to SPIDERSYSTEMS : 219\V. Chicago
Ave., 3nl rloor, Chicago, ll. 60610. No phone calls please.

Tip.\> The purest fomt of capitalism! ll'ail1taiT needed for Middle r.astem and
European cuisine. Apply at 2242 \\'. Devon- 11-4 p.m. Askfor Deborah.

SPRING BREJ.i-Cancun or Ma1.atlan
Sell15 trips &travel free+ cash.
Lowest Prices Guaranteed!
Call Sun breaks I (800)446-8355.

Hotel LIn the Harrison Hotel. Newly decorated, carpeted, nicely-furnished, maid
service, 24 Hr. Switchboanl, Laundry room on premises. Student Di.1count. Call
now, (312)427-8000.

Spring lbW! Travel Free!
Organize a small group, earn$$$. Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas.
Packages include: 2 meals and 3 hrs. All-you-can-drink daily.
Surf and SunTours--Don (800)763-5606.

llusic Industry Intemsb.ip
Asylm Marketing seeks iutern in Chicago, sophomore/ above. 15-25 hrs./wk
required. Knowledge of new music and your market a must. Ability to get college
credit a plus. Call Gloria @ (213) 368-4738
or fax resumes to(213)954-7622.

Flindnlsor- Motivated groups needed toearn $500+ promoting AT&T, Discover,
gas and retail canis.
Since 1969, we've helped thousands of groups raise the money they need. Call
Gina at (800)592-2121 ExL 198.
Free CD to qualified callers.

Nlillll entry-level or elperienced salesperson to sell commercial photo lab services.
Full-and part-time needed. Salary or Commission negotiable. Located in Addison.
Call (630) 543-2556

"How's
Your
Steak?"--

BIWDS..JIIWDS.JIIWDS._rast,Ouality, Professional braids. 10 years experience. Low Rates. Save$$$.
Call Nana (312)262-9795.

llblllll,
Sophisticated SJil 31, Laid-back, but serious, slim and trim160 I wanls to meet
younger (18 +) SF. Curves ok but obese not my cup of Java. Tired of games older
Women and younger men play, so write the box. #A 129

/eaturing an interview

with

SIF petite, smart, fun. and ohhh sooo sassy, seeks SBII who is big (Llll), beautiful
and brillian~ who likes to party. No losers (you know whoyou are) need apply.
Please write me in care of the Chronicle, code# A1125

'WK. handsome, 30-ish, 5'10", 160 lbs., dark blond, hazel eyes, HlV- andvery
muscular. I'm a channing, sexy, caring
romantic Leo looking for an attractive, intelligent, warm, compassionate man. I
am a non-smoker/ non-drug
user who seeks same. I enjoy quiet time at home, which includes romanticdin·
ners and thought-provoking conversation. Please write me if you want someone
strong to keepyou warm on those cold winter nights.
code I A1028.

To respond to a Personal ad, write to the code number in care of The Chronicle,
600 S. Michigan Ave. Chicago, II. 60605.
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'Shine' examines pianist's journey through life
lly John F. Clorus Ill
Corrrspmulenl

"S hine" is the story of one man 's journey through life as he overcomes an enormously isolated chi ldhood and finds his
happiness by playing the piano. The story
of the film is based on the life of David
Hclfgott, an Australian pianist. His
father 's desire to see him become the
finest pianist in Australia governs over
David's smallest personal freedoms.
The film begins with the opening credits panning across the screen while David
(Geoffrey Rush) is shown as an adult making his impression on the audience with a
rambling monologue of ideas. This illustrates his scrambled state of mind as he
appears to be very strange, disorienting
and intimidating. This also shows David at
a particular time in his life when he is
alone in the world with only his ideas and
music to keep him happy. The next shot is
the opening scene, showing David running
through the rain lost in the city. Water is an
important metaphor in the film, for it is

water and his music that are the only
things in David's existence that define his
personality; they arc the boundaries that
contain him.
In the rain he comes upon a diner and
meets several people who will guide him
though his life. The time is the early '80s,
and this time frame will be referenced
throughout the film. The film then nashes
back to David's early chi ldhood (1950's)
to one of many musical recitals he played
as a child. It is apparent from the first
moment that we see the father that he controls young David. Although shy, David
seems happy and his pleasure and interest
is great, but it does not equal the amount of
force that his father imposes on David to
compete and be better than everyone else.
The more David grows, the more his father
tries to control not only his personal life
but also his future as a pianist. This is
where the true pain in his life begins.
The film continues to jump from past to
present, erratic much like David's thought
process. Each segment gives a bit of truth
and insight into his life. This narrative
technique
works
extremely well.
What makes David's
story so touching is that
after years of abuse from
his father, his nervous
breakdown and the electric shock therapy he
endured, he continued to
play the piano.
After the breakdown,
the film follows a straight
narrati ve line. Rush's
energy takes over the second half and shows how a
man with support from
good-hearted people can
overcome
e normous
adversity to become a
free and productive member of society.
What I like so much
about this film is how it
focuses 6n the positive
elements of David's life
and not on the abuse and
mistreatment he received.
"Shine" shows the beauty
and the effect music has
on us and what it means
to people. A few days
after seeing the film,
Brian Ford Sullivan and I

~======~~~~~~

Descendents play
the Wonderland
By Jason Falkinham
Staff Writer
Think back to 1978. The
bands that were popular back
then included Cheap Trick, Kiss
and the Village People. Punk
was on the upri se, and the
Descendents were part of it.
Touring in support of their
first album in eight years, the
band played at the Wonderland
Ballroom in Elgin on the day
after Thanksgiv ing.
Their
new
album,
"Everything Sucks," shows that
the Descendents have not lost a
step in the time they have been
gone.
When the band started, it only
had three members and no
singer. The "power trio" lasted a
couple of years and then began
to look for a singer.
In 1980, the band found Milo
Aukerman, the legendary singer
to lx:, who would help make
their way through the long and
intCO\C JOUrney IO COIJIC.

Woth the return of the band
come\ the return Aukerman,
who\e love ol \eience forced
lhe band lo hoeak up during the
1111d 'X ()~ whole he pUr\ Ued Ill'
I

graduate degree in biochemistry.
At the ballroom, Aukerman
ran around and bobbed up and
down like a scientist on drugs,
but the crowd knew they were
witnessing history in the making.
While most current pu nk
bands show "snotty" attitudes
and fast licks, the Descendents
are not your typical punk band.
The band's 30-song set
span ned their career, adding
many
songs
from
the ir
acclaimed new album. The band
led a dynamic, and in some
cases si lly, approach throughout
the night, with songs like the
classic " I Don't Want To Grow
Up."
Drummer Bill Stevenson
pounded beals with the dri ve of
a hammer and guitarist Stephen
Egerton ripped out driving riffs
with the class ic Descendent
inte nsity.
The hand's melody and energy made a perfect union that not
too many hands can match.
'l11c Descendents arc the epitome ol a cl:"'ic punk hand, wi th
the 'peed, altitude and tale nt that
ha' 11ot been l<l't, and hopelully
wi II keep I hem together for a

sat down with the
director of "Shine,"
Scott Hicks, and lead
actor Geoffrey Rush.
We discussed the film
quite a bit, but the
conversation always
came back to David
Helfgott.
"Helfgott's story is
very uplifting and
compell ing,"
said
Hicks about the film.
" He is an unlikely
hero who achieves the
one thing we all
desire: He finds his
own place in the
world, and someone
with whom to share
life, love and music."
Hicks, who has
pursued thi s story
since the mid·eighties, finally had a
screenplay by 1990.
Many Americans may
not be familiar with
actor Geoffery Rush,
whose performance in
"Shine" is sure to get
quite a bit of recognition. Considered one .__ _ _ __ ...;
of Australia's finest
Photos by Lisa Tomasetti
stage actors, he has
spent 23 years on the Above: David Helfgott, the young man, played by Noah
stage.
Rush
has Taylor in "Shine," a fUm directed by Scott Hicks.
appeared in a few At left: Peter Helfgott, played by Armin Mueller-Stahl.
films,
but
has "Shine" is a ftlm based on the life of David Helfgott, an
remained mainly on Australian pianist, and is playing in theaters now.
stage waiting for the
right part to play in a feature film.
as though I have multiple reference
When discussing why he chose to work points ...not necessarily what you see on
on "Shine," he said, " I couldn't let this slip the screen but something to connect me
by. This is a role for me. There was a with the material."
Hicks began interviewing Heifgott in
dimension to this script of the journey of
someone's life and the number of mentors 1987. "It was a gradual process," Hicks
that he met with huge dramatic dimension said of the interviews. "He never said anyto it."
thing all at once. The interviews were in
Rush takes great pride in his role, stat- fragmented bits and pieces."
·
ing, "It's the best piece of work I have ever
Helfgott's erratic pattern of speaking is
done. I'm fiercely proud of it."
what led to Hicks' decision to edit the film
Rush gives a heartfelt performance that in segments ranging from different periods
touches the heart, making it easy for the in David's life. David's favorite piano
audience to relate to David. But how did music also carries us through the film, letting us in on the joy of his life.
Rush relate to David?
"What is this film about?" Hicks asks.
Rush brieny described his acting technique: "I like to absorb a lot of research "Light at the end the tunnel...redemption."
and sort of hover around a role until I feel

Record Reviews
By College Press Service
John Parish and Polly Jean
Harvey
"Dance Hall at Louse Point"
Island
No, it's not the heavily anticipated follow- up to the PJ
Harvey band's "To Bring You
My Love." It's a collaboration in
which Polly Jean Harvey supplies the lyrics and band member
John Parish supplies the music.
As such it's also a disc
designed in part to mark time
until the band's new disc rolls
around, and such efforts rarely
succeed artistically.
It's a credit to Harvey and
Parish that "Dance Hall" quite
often docs.
" Rope Bridge Crossing"
begins as a lazy shufnc before
getting spiked by jagged guitar
lines, and Harvey 's emotive
vocals follow suit, soaring from
a laconic, nearly spoken opening
into an exhilarating sing-song
hook.
On several understated songs,
Harvey's sorrowfu l voice manages to carry just a hint of suppressed rage. Elsewhere . the
music opens up into :t glorious,
full-thro!!le racket.
A few songs fall short , particularly the gothic caharct take on
l'e~ ~v Lee's chestnut " Is That

All There Is?" and the atonal
"City of No Sun," in which
Harvey slips into full screech
mode. But overall, "Dance Hall"
should more than satisfy PJ
Harvey fans.
Dirty Three .
"Horse Stories"
Touch and Go Records
Band~ without vocalists are
almost universally. crashing
bores, but Dirty Three stands
that truism on its head.
This
Australian
trio's
not-so-secret weapon is Warren
Ellis' magnificent violin work,
which noats whimsically above
the delicate melodies of one
track and then dives furiously
into the raging, chaotic storm of
the next.
Dirty Three alternately spins
out melancholy, soulful music;
spits out scaring, whirling passages that recall John Calc's
heady string work in the Velvet
Underground ; and trots out n amcnco marches that sound like
they come from some post-modern spaghetti western.
Together, these varied strands
create a wholly hypnotic piece of
work.
You 'II never miss the lyrics.
Touc h and Go, P.O. Box
25520 , Chicago IL 606 13.

The Beatles
"Anthology 3"
Capitol
With fish and household
guests going bad in three days,
as Mark Twain once said, the
surviving Beatles shouldn't be
surprised by the minor backlash
that is .greeting "Anthology 3"
the final chapter in a wave of
nostalgia that began a full year
ago.
Still, the charge that the
music on the "Anthology" series
fails to live up to classic Beatles
standards is a red herring. Let's
make this clear: "Anthology 3"
offers a sometimes fascinating
look at the creation of the
"White"
album,
so-called
"Abbey Road" and "Let it Be,"
but the songs appearing here are
generally works in progress
rather than fully developed classics. So you still need to buy
"Abbey Road."
Yet "Anthology 3" provides
no shortage of minor treasures.
including acoustic takes on
"Glass Onion" and "While My
Guitar Gently Weeps," and n
bluesy. ominous and slowly
unwinding version of " Helter
Skelter." The tracks never
released on any Bentlcs discs arc
a bit more of a mixed bunch.
ranging from the trining "Teddy
Boy" to George Harrison's
spunky, beguiling "Not Guilty."
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CUMA's local talent showcase gaining popularity
By Merna Ayi
Copy etlitor

Columbi a's Urban Music Association (CUMA) held an
"Urhan Music Showcase" and networking event Thursday,
Dec. 5 at the Residence Center for students interested in
the music business.
T he talent showcase, hosted by WGCI's DuVante
Stone, followed a guest panel made up of music industry
professionals who focused on marketing and promotions.
The panelists shared their personal business experiences,
gave adv ice to students and answered questions about the
industry.
For CUMA members, the event was an opportunity for
students to get together with each other and industry professional s. "Networki ng is what helps you get into the
industry," said James "June" McDowell , graduate management student , co-founder and vice president of the organi-

Benjawan
Uraipraivan
Graphic Design
Junior
Buy a new car
(Ferrari).

Christian
Andersson
Fine Arts
Sophomore
Paris. Where else
can you drink red
wine
and
have
everyone think you
to be brilliant?

zation.
" Many of the new students, freshmen and transfer students that are new to the organi zation don't know the
Chi cago mu sic scene," said David Leonard, a senior management major. "We're creating opportunities for the
music industry to use students for internships and students
are learning about promoting and showcasing new talent."
During the guest panel session, Kirkland Burke,
Midwest Promoti ons Manager for Warner Bros. Records,
told students how to get a foot in the door at a record company.
"The truth is," Burke said to the group, "you have to
know somebody to get a job ih this business. You need to
have somebody believe in you and believe that you need to
be there from nine to five," he said.
Burke also had some ad vice for aspiring artists: "You
don't need a manager where there's nothing to manage.
You can very easi ly represent yourself at [the beginning].

Ny Magee
Film
Junior
I would go to
Hollywood and pay
Jim Carrey to have
dinner with me on
the beach and walk
with
me down
Hollywood Blvd.

Avie Kopemik
Sound
Junior
I would give it to
my parents.

Trust but verify. You have to be very, very careful whom
you deal with."
" And," he added, "be careful who you ignore in this
business. The tape the A&R rep is going to listen to is the . .
one hi s secretary recommends."
The guest panel was moderated by George Daniels
owner of George's Music Room at 3915 W. Roosevelt
Road in Chicago. Daniels, who is very involved with
CUMA, because he feels that it's hi s obligation to support
young people.
"Many of them don 't have the support they need, here
or at home. I'm here to give guidance. Columbia is the
only college in the Midwest that encompasses all the
aspects of what our young peopl~ are getting into [musically)," Daniels said.
"I consider these minds to be the next presidents or
heads of record labels," said Kevin Shine, Columbia alumni and CUMA mentor.
Grethia Hightower, faculty advisor for the organization,
said she is always supportive of the group's efforts.
"They're having difficulties getting venues for these events
on campus," she said. "People automatieall y assume that
because it's hip-hop, it's going to be violent. CUMA does
some of the more peaceful events on campus."
"We got the crowd we wanted," Leonard said. "I'm glad
to see that black people got together in peace. We' re ·
always stereotyped as getting together for something negative. It's all love."
Ernest Pe rry, a management graduate student, is
CUMA's president and co-founder. He said that
Thursday's event had the largest turnout so far, at about
200 people.
"'At any of the events we've had, there have been no
instances of violence or destruction," he said.
Daniels told students during the g uest panel session that
the industry was about basic common sense and knowing
your limitati ons. "Music is a common sense thing. You
don't have to sell a gold record to make a living."
''Too many of us really just want to be artists. You have
to know the business aspect of it," he said. "It's not somebody just throwing posters up. I have yet to sell a record
because of a poster. It 's all about a hustling game."
Daniels also spoke on Chicago becoming a " hot" music
market. ''There's a buzz going on here in Chicago. Finally
we' re being recognized. You all are part of it. Be proud of
it. Stay home. We've got a lot of stuff happening."
Perry called Chicago "the next big viable music
·mecca' market."
"Chicago is something different," Perry said. ' 'The West
Coast has gangsta rap, on the East·Coast they' re rapping
about smoking blunts and wearing Versace. Do or Die and
Crucial Conflict, two groups from Chicago, are blowing up
the charts. The industry can see that."
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